We’re sure that you are excited to participate in this competition & get a chance to show
your skills and ideas, but wait! Here’s a set of rules for you to refer for your project.
What is required?
For the smartMalaysia Sam Labs STEM Challenge 2020, NO SAM Labs Blocks/Kits are required.
The only required materials for this challenge is The FREE Sam Space Application that could be
downloaded in Laptop, Tablet, or Smartphones and also basic materials such as paper, pencils,
markers, crayons and other common classrooms/office supplies.

The Project Virtual Flow Based Programming:
All the virtual projects MUST be done in the free SAM SPACE Application to show the programme
that has been created by the students for their proposed projects.
The Project Pitch:
3 minute – 5 Minute (Maximum) videos (English/Malay) on explaining their overall project
developed and explaining their Sam Space Application. The Videos MUST be done and uploaded in their personal YouTube platform.
The Story:
Write Up or an essay of 1000 Words – 2500 Words (Maximum) on their overall projects. The SAM
Space Programme (screenshots) that has been done could be paste in the write up. The write up
could be in English or Malay.
Submission:
1)

There are only 2 things needed for the submission: easy right?

2) The YouTube link of the videos that have been created.
3) Attachment of the write up in Words or PDF form.

Organizer

Co-Organizer

Co-Organizer

Supported by:

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION MALAYSIA

Project Scoring
For the smartMalaysia SAM Labs STEM Challenge 2020, the total scoring would be out of
100 points in total.
The scoring would be judged in two stages using the guidelines in the table below.

Criteria
Relevence to Theme

Points

Remarks
Does the project tie back to the original theme
of the competition?

Originality

How original is the project idea?

Construction

How elaborate was the construction technique?

Technique
Diversity of

What materials we used when constructing the

Materials Used

project?

Degree of

Does the code work and how complex is the

Automation

coding for the division?

Demonstrated

Does the written summary show a demonstrat-

Understanding

ed understanding of why the project was created and how the project operates?

All Materials

Were all the materials submitted in the submis-

Submitted

sion?

Project Submission
Submission can be done on the next day after registration closes until the 31st of October 2020,
this could be done by clicking the ‘Submit Now’ button on smartMalaysia or ‘Competition’ page
on our website. A password will be given to you on the last day of registration via email so be sure
to check-in, this password will be used to access the submission page.
Example Write-Up
Refer next pages for examples of the write-up needed for the
submission.

Team Cybertech: 1. Akhim Razali (SK Cybertech) (12Y/O)
2. Member Two
3. Member Three
SmartMalaysia Contactless Hand Sanitizer (CHS) Writeup
Hi there, my name is Akhim. I am 12 years old and I am from SK Cybertech. For the SAMLabs
STEM Design Challenge 2020 competition themed smartMalaysia, I have built a model or
concept of a contactless hand sanitizer. Following the global pandemic Covid-19, the way
teaching is conducted in schools around the world, will now experience a big change where
more priority will be given on the protection of students’ and teachers' health and safety.
Children need to return to school to resume their educational practice, reduce their
boredom and prevent a deterioration of their mental health, but many parents and
teachers worry that they could contract Coronavirus at school. Hence, school principals
and teachers need to find suitable approach so that students can continue to learn in a
healthy and clean manner during the Recovery Movement Control Order (RMCO) period
and until the issue of pandemic COVID-19 is resolved.
Therefore, I feel that contactless hand sanitizer is key as the current sanitizer are exposed
to a lot of risks where everyone will touch and use the same sanitizer bottle. With the
contactless hand sanitizer, it would no longer require any physical contact with the
sanitizer bottle.
With using SAM Labs Application, SAM Space, I have constructed the program to make
the contactless hand sanitizer work. The program is as below:
Input:

Button (for teachers/facilitator to press when a student is giving hand to
sanitize hand) and Proximity Sensor (To detect hand motion Infront of the
hand sanitizer)

Output:

Servo (To press the sanitizer when a hand is in motion and detected)

Behavior:

Comparison (To control the value of the sensor), Inverse to reverse the
motor of the Servo due to placement on the model)

Refering to the table above, I have attached a picture of my personal Sam Space as
below as below:

Below here is the conceptual rendering of my contactless hand sanitizer built:

Below is my contactless hand sanitizer model that I have built:

To conclude my explanation, I would like to take this opportunity to thanks the Ministry of
Education & all the partners involved organizing this competition for us students in
Malaysia. I had this idea but did not know when or how to showcase it. With this
competition, I am happy that I could showcase it to people. I hope one day when I grow
up, I could develop many more interesting ideas that could benefit people, my Nation
Malaysia and hopefully the world. Think big, work Smart. My SMARTMALAYSIA .

